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Optimized structure, (NMR, UV-Vis and IR) spectral characteristics, highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), molecular electrostatic potential surface (MESP), global reactivity 
descriptors using density functional theory (DFT) approach; the non-linear optical (NLO) properties, local reactivity 
descriptors and natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis using Multi layer ONIOM model have been studied on the title 
molecule which is a reported plant-derived  showing activity against diabetic mellitus and its derivative namely  N,alpha-L-
rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide has also been predicted. The result shows that self consistent field energy at its optimized 
geometry is -1509756.99 kcal/mol, peak value of IR active vibration at 1134 cm-1, theoretical (1H&13C) NMR chemical 
shifts along with UV-visible absorption peak observed at 289.60 nm are in good agreement with their experimental 
counterparts and the first order hyperpolarizability is 21029.66×10-33esu which is 61.26 times greater than that of Urea 
revealing that this molecule is viable for NLO applications. The HOMO- LUMO energy gap is reasonably small  
≈-0.14194a.u which makes this molecule soft for chemical reaction. Its MESP surface has been found to be reactive site 
suited for drug activity wherein the electrophilic region is located around 23O-atom. Local reactivity descriptors reveal that 
the 24C-atom of ring in title molecule is more prone to the electrophilic attack. NBO analysis indicates that donor level 
(O23) π →π*(C18-N22) acceptor level interaction corresponds to the highest stabilization energy E(2)≈ 24.47 Kcal/mol 
associated with electron delocalization. A comparative report of the free energy of binding of the title molecule and its 
predicted derivative with the various protein receptors calculated via molecular docking approach has also been presented in 
this paper. The present study forms the theoretical basis for exploring the bioactivity and predicting the derived-structure of 
natural biomolecules using quantum chemical computations. 
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1 Introduction 
The naturally occurring bioactive molecules which 
were the prime mode of treatment in Ancient Indian 
Medical System such as Aurveda, have been emerged as 
an interdisciplinary topic for the scientific research 
because of their inherent biophysical properties leading 
to the novel medical applications. The present scientific 
era is most suitable for the analysis of the inherent 
properties of such molecules by using the modern 
techniques to predict their applications. In this sequence, 
N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide is also one of the 
naturally occurring compound isolated from the leaves 
of Anthocephalus chinensis plant having molecular 
formula C32H40N2O14 possessing activity against the 
diabetic mellitus
1
, however the physical principle of its 
bioactivity, electronic properties and other applications 
to be reported yet. Since, the determination of electronic 
and spectroscopic properties using computational 
chemistry on natural bio molecules has already added a 
new dimension in the area of drug development hence 
the same has also been performed in case of title 
molecule as no such study has ever been reported to the 
best of our knowledge. The title molecule has been taken 





C NMR chemical shifts, 
electronic transitions in UV-Vis spectra, global 
reactivity descriptors like ionization potential (I), 
electronic affinity (A), electronegativity(χ), chemical 
hardness (η), electrophilicity index (ω), chemical 
potential (µ); local chemical reactivity descriptors like 
Fukui function (𝑓𝑘
±), local softness (𝑠𝑘
±), local 
electrophilicity (𝜔𝑘
±) in order to analyze its biological 
activity and related applications. The quantum chemical 
calculations have been performed using density 
functional theory (DFT) at B3LYP/6-311++G (d, p) 
functional-basis set combination because of its 
—————— 
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popularity regarding consistency with the experimental 
findings in the recent reports on the biomolecules
2-7
. The 
calculated NMR spectroscopic characteristics have also 
been compared with their reported experimental 
counterparts to validate the ground state of the 
computationally optimized structure of the title 
compound. The global reactivity descriptors are used to 
decide the absolute reactivity of the molecule and Local 
reactivity descriptors are used to decide relative 
reactivity of different atoms in the molecule. It has been 
substantiated that when molecule is attacked by soft 
reagent, it has tendency to react at the site where the 
value of descriptor is largest and when attacked by hard 
reagent it tends to react at the site where the value of 
descriptor is smaller
8
.The use of descriptors for the site 
selectivity of the molecule for nucleophilic and 
electrophilic attack has been made in the present 
investigation.  
The activity of this bioactive natural molecule has 
been theoretically examined by using molecular 
docking approach which has been reported to be an 
important theoretical mode for the evaluation of the 
biological activity
9





  protein receptor have been 
reported to be a target for an anti-diabetic and anti 
immunodeficiency virus agent respectively and G 
Protein-Coupled receptors are the novel structures for 
anti diabetic drug
12
 , hence the binding of the titled 
molecule as drug agent with these protein receptors 
has been examined via the same molecular docking 
reported to be useful tool in computer-aided drug 
design due to the importance of shape-matching in 
drug-macromolecule interactions, as well as the 
properties of contact surface between the drug and the 
protein
13
. Docking of this molecule with the human 
insulin protein receptor (3I40)
14
 and pancreatic cancer 
receptor (2NMO)
15
 has also been performed to 
ascertain its anti diabetic mellitus activity. The 
binding affinity of the title molecule with the anti 
immunodeficiency virus protein receptor has also 
been calculated in order to measure its reported anti 
immunodeficiency virus activity and depicted in the 
findings. The findings of the present study may be 
useful for evolving the principle of the natural 
bioactivity and developing the multifunctional natural 
drug agent.  
 
2 Computational Methods  
2.1 Density functional theory approach 
The optimization and frequency calculation were 
performed at DFT-B3LYP/6-311++G (d, p) level of 
theory as per reported method
16,17
. The UV-visible 
absorption spectrum and electronic transitions 
involved in it were analyzed using the known Time 
dependent-DFT (TD-DFT) method at the same 




C NMR chemical shifts 
in Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) solvent were 
calculated by using the well known Gauge 
Independent Atomic Orbital (GIAO) approach at 
same level of theory. The effect of solvent in TD-DFT 
and NMR chemical shift were accounted by the 
reported polarizable continuum model of Tomasi and 
coworkers
18
.Theoretical calculations of highest 
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), molecular 
electrostatic potential (MESP) have been performed 
by using same DFT approach. Gaussian 09 program 
package
19
  has been utilized for implementing the 
aforesaid theoretical methods. 
 
2.2 Molecular docking 
The 3D optimized structure of the title molecule 
obtained by the aforesaid DFT method has been 
exploited for the screening of its bioactivity by using 
molecular docking approach as per the available 
method of Auto dock 4.2 program packages
20,21
. The 
final free energy of binding of this molecule to the 
receptor has been evaluated as the measure of its drug 
activity. The free energy of binding is an important 
parameter in protein-ligand interaction study
i22
 for 
predicting the bio molecule to be drug agent. The 
obtained optimized geometry of the titled compound 
has been taken as the input ligand to interact with the 
target protein receptors retrieved from Protein Data 
Bank (PDB)
23-26
in the Docking process; results in an 




3.1 NMR analysis  
The comparison of theoretical and experimental 
values of 
13
C NMR and 
1
H NMR chemical shifts 
provides a schematic approach for the structural 
prediction of large bio molecules
27
. The difference 
between isotropic magnetic shielding (IMS) of 
tetramethylsilane (TMS) and any proton (x) given by 
δx = IMSTMS – IMSx predicts the chemical shift of that 





shifts have been depicted in Table 1 which shows a 
good agreement with corresponding reported 
experimental values. The optimized geometry of the 
title molecule and its predicted derivative obtained  





Table 1 — Comparison of Calculated and Experimental 1H and 13C NMR chemical shift (δ, in ppm) in N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide with 
solvent DMSO-d6 at room temperature and prediction of the same in its derivative namely N,alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide 
Title molecule 
(N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide) 
Predicted new molecule 
( N,alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide) 
Position of Atom δcal (ppm) δexp (ppm) Degeneracy Position of Atom δcal (ppm) Degeneracy 
1C 36.05 45.0 1 1C 36.77 1 
2C 148.70 134.9 1 2C 148.73 1 
3C 113.26 110.6 2 3C 113.56 1 
4C 21.42 22.3 1 4C 13.91 1 
5H 4.16 4.92 2 5H 4.21 2 
6H 2.35 2.92 2 6H 2.44 5 
7C 150.45 134.9 1 7C 149.44 1 
8C 113.03 112.6 1 8C 113.24 1 
9C 117.91 122.8 1 9C 117.58 1 
10C 121.42 120.8 1 10C 121.12 1 
11C 110.94 118.9 1 11C 111.24 1 
12C 126.15 128.9 1 12C 126.18 1 
13H 10.96 7.44 1 13H 11.22 1 
14H 7.69 7.12 1 14H 7.73 2 
15H 7.85 7.06 1 15H 7.87 1 
16H 7.76 7.63 1 16H 7.76 2 
17N NA NA NA 17N --- --- 
18C 180.29 167.4 1 18C 179.82 1 
19C 23.48 27.6 1 19C 23.66 1 
20H 2.30 2.44 2 20H 2.21 1 
21C 52.96 55.3 1 21C 52.59 1 
22N NA NA NA 22N --- --- 
23O NA NA NA 23O --- --- 
24C 148.52 149.3 1 24C 149.16 1 
25H 8.38 7.38 1 25H 8.37 1 
26C 113.86 109.5 2 26C 113.71 1 
27C 29.77 25.2 1 27C 29.96 1 
28O NA NA 2 28O --- --- 
29C 131.46 134.6 1 29C 131.07 1 
30C 93.60 98.3 1 30C 93.95 1 
31C 133.99 137.9 1 31C 34.19 1 
32O NA NA NA 32O --- --- 
33O NA NA NA 33O --- --- 
34C 92.86 100.7 1 34C 91.59 1 
35C 70.35 78.45 1 35C 65.83 1 
36C 61.53 71.59 1 36C 67.66 1 
37C 67.76 78.15 1 37C 67.28 1 
38C 67.64 74.5 1 38C 68.00 1 
39H 3.90 3.23 5 39H 2.99 1 
40H 3.45 3.27 1 40H 3.39 1 
41H 3.65 2.97 1 41H 3.62 1 
42H 3.01 3.22 2 42H 3.29 1 
43O NA NA NA 43O --- --- 
44C 50.67 62.8 1 44C 4.41 1 
45H 3.58 3.64 2 45H 0.90 1 
      (contd.) 




Table 1 — Comparison of Calculated and Experimental 1H and 13C NMR chemical shift (δ, in ppm) in N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide with 
solvent DMSO-d6 at room temperature and prediction of the same in its derivative namely N,alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide 
Title molecule 
(N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide) 
Predicted new molecule 
( N,alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide) 
Position of Atom δcal (ppm) δexp (ppm) Degeneracy Position of Atom δcal (ppm) Degeneracy 
46H 3.90 3.86 5 46H 0.61 1 
47O NA NA 8 47H 1.05 1 
48O NA NA 9 48O --- --- 
49O NA NA 7 49O --- --- 
50H 1.59 NA 1 50O --- --- 
51H 2.47 NA 1 51H 1.57 1 
52H 1.88 NA 1 52H 2.41 5 
53H 5.29 5.38 1 53H 1.81 2 
54H 3.15 NA 2 54H 5.20 1 
55H 2.35 4.29 2 55H 3.12 1 
56H 4.40 4.98 1 56H 2.34 5 
57H 1.24 2.00 1 57H 4.31 1 
58H 2.52 3.03 1 58H 1.16 1 
59H 2.30 2.63 2 59H 2.47 5 
60H 6.56 4.71 1 60H 2.39 5 
61C 64.87 81.3 1 61H 11.82 1 
62C 61.96 71.2 1 62C 65.10 1 
63C 64.37 78.5 1 63C 61.45 1 
64C 62.97 73.7 1 64C 64.30 1 
65C 89.65 88.3 1 65C 62.95 1 
66H 3.58 3.63 2 66C 88.20 1 
67H 4.16 4.13 2 67H 3.56 1 
68H 6.59 5.12 1 68H 4.17 2 
69H 3.90 3.54 5 69H 6.61 2 
70O NA NA NA 70H 3.73 1 
71C 54.75 NA 1 71O --- --- 
72O NA NA NA 72C 54.68 1 
73O NA NA NA 73O --- --- 
74O NA NA NA 74O --- --- 
75O NA NA NA 75O --- --- 
76H 0.46 NA 1 76O --- --- 
77H 1.80 NA 1 77H 0.49 1 
78H 1.69 NA 1 78H 1.80 2 
79H 1.52 NA 2 79H 1.72 1 
80C 114.96 120.80 1 80H 1.48 1 
81H 6.45 5.62 1 81C 115.05 1 
82H 6.26 5.33 1 82H 6.41 1 
83H 6.65 5.62 1 83H 6.24 1 
84H 4.59 3.54 1 84H 6.64 2 
85H 3.90 NA 5 85H 4.58 1 
86H 3.90 NA 5 86H 3.82 1 
87H 1.52 NA 2 87H 3.90 1 
88O NA NA NA -- -- --- 
 
 





used for NMR chemical shift calculation have been 
displayed in Figs 1 & 2, respectively. 
 
3.2 Geometry optimization & frequency calculations 
The optimized geometry of the titled molecule and its 
predicted derivative both consisting of 88 atoms have 
been displayed in Figs. 1 & 2, respectively. The 
normal mode analysis of the vibrational frequency 
exhibits 258 active fundamental modes of vibration 
agreeing with the reported formula of maximum  
(3N-6) numbers of such modes of vibrations in a 
nonlinear molecule containing N atoms
28-29
. There is 
no imaginary frequency in these active modes 
indicating the existence of true minimum at potential 
surface of both the molecules. The calculated 
vibrational frequencies corresponding to these 
fundamental modes are assigned via gauss-view 05 
program
30
. The calculated frequency of each 
fundamental mode has been scaled with a factor of 
0.9648 because the hybrid functional B3LYP in DFT 
approach tends to overestimate the fundamental 
modes as reported by Merrick et al
31
. The total energy 
of the optimized geometry of the titled molecular system 
has been calculated at the single point of the molecular 
potential surface named as the single point energy which 
is -1509756.99 kcal/mol.  
 
3.3 FT-IR and FT-Raman analysis  
The calculated and scaled frequencies of IR active 
mode of vibrations and its Raman activity have  








Fig. 2 — Optimized Geometry of N,alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide (derivative of  the title molecule ) obtained  at B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) level of theory. 





Table 2 — IR and Raman activity analysis of fundamental modes of vibrations in the derivative of the title molecule i.e. N,alpha-L-
rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Level of theory 
Mode of Vibrations Calculated freq.(cm-1) Scaled freq.(cm-1) Intensity I.R Raman Activity (A4/AMU) P-Depolar. U- Depolar 
1 11 11 1.0104 0.2777 0.6896 0.8163 
2 13 13 0.9317 1.052 0.4724 0.8521 
3 22 21 0.4068 1.4511 0.6896 0.8163 
4 23 22 1.0283 1.0654 0.7338 0.8465 
5 29 28 0.6228 1.1567 0.7355 0.8476 
6 42 41 0.0833 0.755 0.7258 0.8411 
7 49 47 1.9835 2..1948 0.7487 0.8563 
8 50 48 0.7784 3.3694 0.6917 0.8178 
9 55 53 0.2417 0.9426 0.698 0.8222 
10 65 62 0.1338 0.3547 0.6538 0.7907 
11 78 75 1.0119 1.066 0.6801 0.8096 
12 87 84 2.5352 1.0407 0.7063 0.8279 
13 95 92 1.8028 0.4423 0.6889 0.8158 
14 102 99 0.0337 2.0304 0.7122 0.8319 
15 111 107 2.2825 0.91 0.3629 0.5325 
16 115 111 0.3546 0.7789 0.7499 0.8571 
17 121 116 0.0791 0.4604 0.6643 0.7983 
18 129 124 0.686 0.4181 0.6552 0.7917 
19 130 126 1.2551 0.4665 0.75 0.5871 
20 138 133 1.1626 1.0891 0.3538 0.5227 
21 145 140 6.0156 0.175 0.7486 0.8562 
22 147 141 1.6846 0.9837 0.5279 0.691 
23 157 151 0.661 1.4419 0.7429 0.8525 
24 174 168 1.2703 1.4662 0.4897 0.6574 
25 182 175 1.5744 2.0387 0.6281 0.7716 
26 189 182 6.3418 0.7596 0.4843 0.6562 
27 201 194 3.095 3.3736 0.7479 0.8558 
28 215 208 2.1477 0.0917 0.4712 0.6406 
29 221 213 9.2651 1.2944 0.3363 0.534 
30 238 230 94.4046 0.4973 0.7495 0.8568 
31 239 230 30.3177 1.1482 0.1531 0.2655 
32 241 232 6.4269 2.6913 0.3967 0.568 
33 242 234 20.1236 1.0584 0.6422 0.7821 
34 248 239 44.4147 0.7573 0.322 0.4871 
35 253 244 9.5033 2.2168 0.2761 0.4327 
36 258 249 6.7945 0.5893 0.7374 0.8489 
37 266 256 7.9967 0.8711 0.7271 0.842 
38 266 257 62.6983 0.5657 0.2618 0.415 
39 276 266 16.6464 0.3501 0.6422 0.7821 
40 280 271 3.0707 0.5779 0.6749 0.8059 
41 287 277 6.7723 0.2208 0.2638 0.4175 
42 298 287 11.8563 0.5163 0.597 7477 
43 302 292 13.0838 0.7073 0.411 0.5825 
44 305 294 13.935 0.6849 0.1861 0.3139 
45 314 303 3.9956 3.8192 0.1438 0.2514 
46 323 311 8.311 2.6633 0.1075 0.1941 
47 332 320 97851 2.205 0.4554 0.6258 
      (contd.) 




Table 2 — IR and Raman activity analysis of fundamental modes of vibrations in the derivative of the title molecule i.e. N,alpha-L-
rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Level of theory   (contd.) 
Mode of Vibrations Calculated freq.(cm-1) Scaled freq.(cm-1) Intensity I.R Raman Activity (A4/AMU) P-Depolar. U- Depolar 
49 347 334 4.1762 1.3283 0.7228 0.8391 
50 366 353 6.1654 0.5389 0.6305 0.7734 
51 373 360 55.7601 0.4739 0.565 0.7221 
52 376 363 0.8945 1.5642 0.688 0.8152 
53 392 378 6.6428 1.888 0.5287 0.6917 
54 401 387 33.3872 2.9477 0.4827 0.6511 
55 408 394 18.6327 3.1476 0.5612 0.7189 
56 419 404 49.2754 1.6214 0.4478 0.6186 
57 425 410 3.1164 2.8999 0.638 0.779 
58 430 415 110.196 1.2179 0.6731 0.8046 
59 437 421 10.9636 1.0463 0.7405 0.8509 
60 443 428 16.7998 1.7858 0.2812 0.439 
61 454 438 80.8693 3.8312 0.1386 0.2434 
62 458 441 67.4883 1.6134 0.1454 0.2539 
63 466 450 21.8434 7.6201 0.1787 0.3032 
64 476 459 21.354 3.3009 0.1807 0.3061 
65 476 459 0.0105 2.6234 0.4696 0.6391 
66 482 465 2.2266 2.8434 0.3441 0.512 
67 506 488 1.5556 1.3689 0.2981 0.4593 
68 522 503 1.7742 1.2354 0.3648 0.5346 
69 531 512 11.6412 0.9222 0.5876 0.7402 
70 539 520 13.0347 2.1145 0.7495 0.8568 
71 550 530 7.3456 1.1248 0.7462 0.8546 
72 554 534 5.6152 3.2737 0.6567 0.7928 
73 566 546 5.7041 1.2364 0.2755 0.432 
74 571 551 21.7746 1.0019 0.6256 0.7696 
75 591 571 3.5895 0.4997 0.7331 0.846 
76 598 577 3.8684 0.9357 0.3797 0.5504 
77 615 593 2.4414 1.4461 0.1542 0.2672 
78 619 597 7.8587 2.1785 0.4923 0.6598 
79 627 605 6.8847 0.8857 0.6006 0.7504 
80 635 612 7.9944 1.7203 0.1776 0.3016 
81 654 631 8.0093 0.9138 0.477 0.6459 
82 672 649 23.8732 6.8231 0.1154 0.207 
83 683 659 68.5874 0.5769 0.7371 0.8487 
84 691 666 4.3537 3.3551 0.2989 0.4602 
85 707 682 2.9306 5.1026 0.0566 0.1072 
86 722 696 8.584 1.5325 0.3677 0.5377 
87 732 706 10.0603 2.7431 0.4554 0.6258 
88 751 725 58.6551 2.0886 0.747 0.8552 
89 756 729 20.0216 2.9712 0.4083 0.5799 
90 766 739 8.7403 1.9957 0.1678 0.2874 
91 774 747 9.8188 25.2392 0.0515 0.098 
92 785 757 110.548 1.7493 0.1892 3183 
93 813 784 13.9513 6.3988 0.1486 0.2587 
94 818 789 9.6084 6.3119 0.2275 0.3707 
95 827 798 2.5113 2.8528 0.5712 0.7271 
96 857 827 0.3366 0.7179 0.7485 0.8561 
      (contd.) 




Table 2 — IR and Raman activity analysis of fundamental modes of vibrations in the derivative of the title molecule i.e. N,alpha-L-
rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Level of theory     (contd.) 
Mode of Vibrations Calculated freq.(cm-1) Scaled freq.(cm-1) Intensity I.R Raman Activity (A4/AMU) P-Depolar. U- Depolar 
98 881 850 5.6887 6.1574 0.0466 0.089 
99 901 869 6.3768 3.2303 0.2464 0.3954 
100 912 879 12.3063 1.2086 0.1556 0.2693 
101 926 894 7.8068 5.9516 0.1286 0.2279 
102 937 904 15.0888 10.5958 0.4926 0.66 
103 938 905 6.8841 4.53 0.5339 0.6961 
104 941 908 15.1733 7.4036 0.0603 0.1138 
105 942 909 1.2162 1.105 0.5274 0.6906 
106 948 914 67.579 4.8062 0.5427 0.7036 
107 959 925 33.4176 8.7644 0.173 0.2949 
108 968 934 36.9645 2.867 0.6964 0.8211 
109 970 936 15.6686 2.4456 0.6388 0.7796 
110 976 941 0.1893 0.1776 0.6958 0.8206 
111 986 951 41.03 0.8347 0.4374 0.6086 
112 992 958 4.8887 3.3385 0.5673 0.7239 
113 1006 970 28.9619 3.4149 6387 0.7795 
114 1016 980 18.8836 1.6854 0.225 0.3673 
115 1021 985 40.9239 1.2702 0.5961 0.747 
116 1032 996 7.0508 6.2521 0.2295 0.3733 
117 1034 998 41.2075 26.6165 0.0848 0.1563 
118 1036 1000 23.661 9.3196 0.1161 0.208 
119 1037 1001 73.0308 3.7809 0.4209 0.5925 
120 1048 1011 142.8987 1.5115 0.0949 0.1733 
121 1052 1015 117.5861 2.5991 0.6104 0.7581 
122 1060 1023 187.7618 2.5499 0.389 0.5601 
123 1066 1029 116.7805 5.559 0.742 0.8519 
124 1067 1030 94.3027 5.3613 0.427 0.5985 
125 1068 1030 30.4708 2.9411 0.7482 0.8559 
126 1082 1044 143.0608 6.6673 0.4751 0.6442 
127 1085 1047 101.6416 3.9475 0.6504 0.7881 
128 1090 1052 26.7657 14.8934 0.1168 0.2092 
129 1090 1052 17.5491 7.1711 0.4591 0.6293 
130 1094 1056 7.1506 5.3625 0.4174 0.589 
131 1098 1060 104.0333 2.8215 0.5708 0.7267 
132 1109 1070 50.5161 1.2534 0.6169 0.7631 
133 1111 1072 175.2805 2.3924 0.6839 0.8123 
134 1118 1079 133.7276 7.347 0.2003 0.3338 
135 1120 1080 99.3583 2.6056 0.7079 0.829 
136 1126 1087 31.2657 4.3569 0.5528 0.712 
137 1133 1093 6.857 7.2568 0.701 8242 
138 1137 1097 26.9842 5.9723 0.4603 0.6305 
139 1146 1105 1.7079 1.9756 0.741 0.8512 
140 1153 1112 17.8944 5.9312 0.2273 0.3703 
141 1154 1113 27.4608 13.1632 0.4698 0.6393 
142 1167 1126 35.6362 12.9615 0.2164 0.3557 
143 1171 1130 13.9036 5.1216 0.1512 0.2627 
144 1173 1132 15.018 4.0019 0.3335 0.5002 
145 1175 1134 543.3992 10.8068 0.2467 0.3958 
      (contd.) 




Table 2 — IR and Raman activity analysis of fundamental modes of vibrations in the derivative of the title molecule i.e. N,alpha-L-
rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Level of theory     (contd.) 
Mode of Vibrations Calculated freq.(cm-1) Scaled freq.(cm-1) Intensity I.R Raman Activity (A4/AMU) P-Depolar. U- Depolar 
146 1187 1146 12.5178 8.2144 0.2516 0.4021 
147 1193 1151 21.977 12.1561 0.3973 0.5686 
148 1204 1162 55.4022 2.6565 0.5356 0.6975 
149 1210 1168 10.6304 1.1922 0.7178 0.8357 
150 1218 1175 2.941 5.5773 0.7417 0.8517 
151 1218 1175 47.147 1.6544 0.2438 0.392 
152 1232 1189 31.535 7.0876 0.6403 0.7807 
153 1236 1192 24.1503 3.0377 0.5649 0.7219 
154 1242 1199 31.2167 2.0991 0.746 0.8545 
155 1252 1208 46.6653 6.0689 0.7133 0.8326 
156 1254 1210 7.0959 10.9703 0.413 0.5845 
157 1262 1218 13.4273 3.166 0.3853 0.5563 
158 1275 1230 9.2167 5.4107 0.7326 0.8457 
159 1277 1232 24.2573 1.0618 0.7094 0.83 
160 1283 1238 21.9255 2.5433 0.6915 0.8176 
161 1284 1239 18.1889 2.9567 0.727 8419 
162 1296 1250 27.1442 2.7973 0.2753 0.4318 
163 1321 1275 8.2819 4.3366 0.6374 0.7785 
164 1324 1277 19.0389 7.3416 0.5575 0.7159 
165 1327 1280 16.3906 4.1921 0.6319 0.7744 
166 1330 1283 141.987 44.5894 0.223 0.3647 
167 1334 1287 6.2264 2.556 0.6867 0.8142 
168 1336 1289 27.6718 4.8732 0.26 0.4128 
169 1340 1293 9.4191 16.6603 0.1887 0.3174 
170 1341 1294 21.2982 1.2954 0.5299 0.6927 
171 1343 1295 53.4068 20.1887 0.337 0.5047 
172 1346 1299 18.6842 15.5286 0.5861 0.739 
173 1356 1308 10.6948 20.8875 0.753 0.2983 
174 1359 1311 9.2054 1.355 0.5629 0.7203 
175 1369 1321 9.9323 0.5776 4948 0.662 
176 1369 1321 1.4672 8.2842 0.6303 0.7733 
177 1375 1326 3.8291 13.3145 7399 0.8505 
178 1375 1327 12.7088 11.9016 0.2984 0.4596 
179 1379 1331 12.2314 4.2688 0.75 0.8571 
180 1384 1335 4.5174 5.8268 0.5156 0.6804 
181 1386 1337 11.1492 5.326 0.6856 0.8135 
182 1390 1341 25.2031 1.9515 0.7223 0.8387 
183 1393 1344 1.0029 5.1435 0.7249 0.8405 
184 1394 1345 2.5808 3.5756 0.3957 0.567 
185 1397 1348 19.3227 20.9296 0.2971 0.4581 
186 1398 1348 2.3324 2.5423 0.2054 0.3408 
187 1399 1350 6.9931 2.2623 0.223 0.3647 
188 1402 1352 3.4838 30.1982 0.2445 0.3929 
189 1405 1356 41.8612 10.2657 0.2987 0.46 
190 1407 1358 1.3998 8.8453 0.2929 0.4531 
191 1417 1367 32.5216 5.737 0.4459 0.6168 
192 1419 1369 45.9898 1.4211 0.4042 0.5757 
193 1425 1375 3.8231 3.5402 0.6246 0.7689 
      (contd.) 




Table 2 — IR and Raman activity analysis of fundamental modes of vibrations in the derivative of the title molecule i.e. N,alpha-L-
rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Level of theory     (contd.) 
Mode of Vibrations Calculated freq.(cm-1) Scaled freq.(cm-1) Intensity I.R Raman Activity (A4/AMU) P-Depolar. U- Depolar 
194 1427 1377 0.8795 4.9655 0.6412 0.7814 
195 1438 1387 38.1806 10.4355 0.2749 0.4313 
196 1441 1390 11.2556 1.7955 0.7496 0.8569 
197 1443 1392 193.1773 27.4231 0.2436 0.3917 
198 1444 1393 3.9742 5.6816 0.726 0.8413 
199 1453 1402 7.1095 72.1877 0.3878 0.5589 
200 1457 1406 4.3715 1.3425 0.2802 0.4377 
201 1465 1413 3.2585 11.0146 0.3065 0.4692 
202 1481 1429 2.4969 61.6968 5473 0.7075 
203 1487 1435 13.4533 11.7283 0.386 0.557 
204 1490 1437 7.8988 20.3037 0.6612 0.7961 
205 1494 1441 5.3364 5.7212 0.7466 0.8549 
206 1500 1447 2.3172 6.6554 0.7456 0.8543 
207 1504 1451 7.1876 4.7428 0.708 0.8291 
208 1513 1460 6.7473 7.3367 0.7322 0.8454 
209 1521 1468 2.601 29.3336 0.5184 0.6828 
210 1597 1541 6.4211 236.5378 0.2591 0.4115 
211 1618 1562 2.8173 49.4095 0.0785 0.1456 
212 1657 1598 3.0812 60.0946 0.5694 0.7257 
213 1663 1605 342.7053 154.3604 0.1895 0.3186 
214 1704 1644 6.1617 50.6137 0.0559 0.1059 
215 1720 1660 293.0414 51.7364 0.2485 0.398 
216 2945 2842 32.2973 177.5573 0.0896 0.1645 
217 2986 2881 23.3879 82.6577 0.1979 0.3304 
218 2996 2890 8.4808 30.0816 0.1914 0.3213 
219 2996 2891 23.4044 66.6421 0.3516 0.5203 
220 3000 2894 44.5539 215.1235 0.1729 0.2949 
221 3010 2904 8.5461 32.8532 0.2068 0.3428 
222 3014 2908 4.214 159.4472 0.1206 0.2153 
223 3015 2909 64.714 152.118 0.2426 0.3905 
224 3026 2920 7.752 4.4954 0.4916 0.6592 
225 3039 2932 67.0298 16.1117 0.4803 0.6489 
226 3039 2932 22.4392 36.6389 0.1555 0.2692 
227 3041 2934 30.5663 129.1612 0.1522 0.2641 
228 3046 2939 5.7188 139.6762 0.1332 0.2351 
229 3048 2940 22.816 143.5611 0.0133 0.0263 
230 3050 2942 19.5832 78.993 0.0516 0.0981 
231 3059 2951 29.2631 16.5433 0.0704 0.1315 
232 3088 2979 26.3248 136.2694 0.2802 0.4378 
233 3092 2984 4.3891 53.369 0.0199 0.039 
234 3096 2987 11.9872 33.404 0.6197 7652 
235 3096 2987 26.154 116.7371 0.5002 0.6668 
236 3101 2991 4.4936 105.7999 0.0377 0.0727 
237 3119 3009 19.8632 59.1564 0.6636 0.7978 
238 3130 3020 12.1343 36.9014 0.5818 0.7356 
239 3136 3026 12.2192 47.9433 0.6902 0.8167 
240 3144 3033 7.5382 35.2195 0.4183 0.5899 
241 3147 3036 5.2917 170.0402 0.1463 0.2553 
      (contd.) 




Table 2 — IR and Raman activity analysis of fundamental modes of vibrations in the derivative of the title molecule i.e. N,alpha-L-
rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Level of theory     (contd.) 
Mode of Vibrations Calculated freq.(cm-1) Scaled freq.(cm-1) Intensity I.R Raman Activity (A4/AMU) P-Depolar. U- Depolar 
242 3149 3039 9.4385 26.5758 0.7299 0.8439 
243 3178 3066 0.5683 56.4477 0.7148 0.8337 
244 3189 3076 16.0834 120.9521 0.7498 0.857 
245 3202 3089 32.3668 319.953 0.1938 0.3247 
246 3229 3115 0.3678 69.0143 0.3033 0.4654 
247 3233 3119 4.8267 92.7435 0.1665 0.2854 
248 3234 3121 9.2476 82.2142 0.5908 0.7428 
249 3762 3630 79.9005 73.4308 0.1367 0.2406 
250 3778 3645 76.3861 94.0567 0.1954 0.327 
251 3800 3666 62.128 86.5062 0.2088 0.3454 
252 3815 3681 23.9524 52.0849 0.1435 0.2509 
253 3821 3687 56.5803 81.813 0.2181 0.3581 
254 3833 3699 36.9484 90.2673 0.2069 0.3429 
255 3846 3711 48.7901 120.9942 0.2395 0.3864 
 
theoretical IR and Raman Spectra have been 
displayed in Figs. 3 & 4, respectively. 
Similar type of the fundamental modes of 
vibrational frequency has been found in the title 
molecule but could not be depicted due to space 
limitations. It is evident that no imaginary frequency 
exists at the theoretically modelled optimized 
geometry of the title molecule as well as its 
derivative. 
Similar type of the vibrational frequency spectrum 
has been found in the title molecule but could not be 
depicted due to space limitations. 
 
3.4 UV-Visible spectrum analysis 
The UV-Visible spectra obtained using TD-DFT 
method has been shown in Fig. 5. We have analyzed 
the excited states by specifying the excitation 
energies, wavelengths and oscillator strengths listed in 
Table 3. The oscillator strength is the measurement of 
how strongly the particular electronic transition is 
allowed in absorption. The maximum absorption 
intensity occurs at 290 nm at excitation energy 4.2812 
eV corresponding to the orbital transitions H-
2→LUMO, H-1 →LUMO with oscillator strength 
0.3231 as similar to the observed peaks in its 
derivative. This oscillator strength is largest amongst 
all and hence these transitions would be the  
strongly allowed. 
 
3.5 Nonlinear optical (NLO) properties  
The NLO activity provide the key functions for 
frequency shifting, optical modulation, optical 
switching and optical logic for the developing 
 
 
Fig. 3— IR  spectra of N,alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide 




Fig. 4 — Raman spectra of N,alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl 
Vincosamide obtained at B3LYP/6-311++G (d, p) level of theory. 
 
 
Fig. 5 — UV-Visible spectra of N-β-D Glucopyranosyl 
Vincosamide obtained at B3LYP/6-311++G (d, p) level of theory. 




technologies in areas such as communication, signal 
processing and optical inter connections
32,33
 . In the 
presence of an applied electric field, the energy of a 
system is a function of the electric field and the first 
hyperpolarizability is a third rank tensor that can be 
described by a 3×3×3 matrix. The 27 components of 
the 3D matrix can be reduced to 10 components 
because of the Kleinman symmetry
34
. The 
components of β are defined as the coefficients in the 
Taylor series expansion of the energy in the external 
electric field which have been calculated for the title 
molecule and its derivative depicted in the Table 4 
given below. 
Since the values of the polarizabilities (∆α) and the 
hyperpolarizabilities (βtot) calculated by using the 
GAUSSIAN 09 program package are obtained in 
atomic units (a.u.), hence they have been converted 
into electrostatic units (e.s.u.) by using the conversion 
formula (for α; 1 a.u = 0.1482 x 10
-24
 e.s.u., for β; 1 
a.u = 8.6393 x 10
-33
 e.s.u.). The first 
hyperpolarizability of title molecules is 21029.66×10
-
33
esu which is 61.26 times greater than that of Urea 
(Urea is one of the prototypical molecules used in the 
study of the NLO properties of molecular systems and 
β of urea is 343.272 x10
-33
 esu). This result indicates 
that N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide and its 
predicted derivative are viable for nonlinear-optical 
applications. 
3.6 Chemical reactivity analysis 
3.6.1 Global reactivity descriptors 
Ionization potential (I), electronic affinity (A), 
electronegativity (χ), chemical hardness (η), 
electrophilicity index (ω), chemical potential (µ) are 
the global reactivity descriptors as per Pearson who 
proposed the HOMO-LUMO energy gap to be the 
measure of softness of molecule for chemical 
reaction
35
 which has been calculated to be - 0.14194 
eV and -0.17712 eV, reasonably small in title and its 
derivative molecule respectively. The ability of 
electron transportation and excitation properties is 
qualitatively predicted through HOMO and 
LUMO
36,37
  wherein HOMO primarily acts as an 
electron donor and LUMO acts as an electron 
acceptor and tends to create chemical reactivity 
through electronic transition
38
.The HOMO and 
LUMO plots of the title compound and its derivative 
have been shown in Figs. 6 & 7, respectively. 
MESP surface is very useful to understand the 
potential sites for electrophilic (negative region) and 
nucleophilic (positive region) reactions
39,40
 which is 
well suited for recognition of one molecule by another 
through this potential, as in the case of drug- receptor 
interactions
41,42
 shown in Fig. 8 & 9. The values of the 
electrostatic potential at the surface are displayed by 
different colors in the order of red < orange < yellow 
< green < blue. The color code of these maps is in the 
Table 3 — TDDFT analysis of UV-visible spectrum of N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide obtained at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)  
level of theory 
S No. Excitation        energy(eV) Wavelength(nm) Oscillator strength Orbital transition 
1 3.9831 311 0.0147 H-7→LUMO,H-3→LUMO,    H-1→LUMO 
2 4.1810 297 0.0336 HOMO→L+2 
3 4.2812 290 0.3231 H-2→LUMO, H-1→LUMO 
4 4.3276 286 0.0052 H-9→LUMO, H-1→LUMO 
 
Table 4 —The calculated polarizability (α0), the Anisotropy of the polarizability (Δα) and the First Hyperpolarizability β0 
S. No Polarizability Parameters Values Hyperpolarizability Parameter Values 
1 αxx (a.u.) 411.8485 βxxx(a.u.) -2831.2 
2 αyy (a.u.) -47.4215 βyyy(a.u.) 752.593 
3 αzz (a.u.)   298.5571 βzzz(a.u.) -342.77 
4 αxy (a.u.)   47.7853 βxyy(a.u.) 378.643 
5 αxz (a.u.) -77.1837 βxxy(a.u.) -216.751 
6 αyz (a.u.) 463.5376 βxxz(a.u.) 28.0519 
7 α0 (a.u) 220.9947 βxzz(a.u.) 29.5823 
8 Δα(a.u) 435.436 βyzz(a.u.) -304.189 
9 α0 (esu) 32.7514×10
-24 βyyz(a.u.) 280.041 
10 Δα(esu) 64.5316×10-24 βxyz(a.u.) -146.552 
11 --- ----- β0(a.u) 2434.1856 
12 --- ----- β0(esu) 21029.66×10
-33 




range between -8.641 a.u. (deepest red) and 8.641 a.u. 
(deepest blue) in the titled compound as similar value 
of its derivative compound, where blue indicates the 
most electropositive i.e., electron poor region and red 
indicates the most electronegative region, i.e. electron 
rich region. From the MESP Figs. 9 & 10, it is evident 
that the most electronegative region is located around 
O- atom attached to carbon atom which effectively 
acts as electron donor in molecule. 
 
3.6.2 Local reactivity descriptors 
Fukui function  𝑓
𝑘
+  local softness 𝑓𝑘
−, and local 
electrophilicity 𝑠𝑘
+ & 𝑠𝑘
−, have been calculated
43-46
  as 
per the equations: 
 
 




Fig. 7 — HOMO-LUMO plots for N, alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide obtained at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory 





+  = [q(N + 1) – q(N)] 
𝑓𝑘




+ =  𝜔𝑓
𝑘
+,    
 
Where q(N) is the charge on n
th
 atom for neutral 
molecule while q(N + 1) and q(N - 1) are the same for 
its anionic and cationic species, respectively. S and 𝜔  
are global softness and electrophilicity index 
respectively. The value of descriptors calculated at 
B3LYP/6-311+G (d, p) level using Mulliken charges on 
atoms in molecules are presented in Table 5 calculated 
by implementing ONIOM methodology
47-48
. 
It is observed that the largest value of all local 
reactivity descriptors corresponds to 56H of the Ring 
group of titled molecule. Therefore, this site is 
favorable to the nucleophilic as well as electrophilic 
attack although, 18C site is more prone to the 
electrophilic attack than nucleophilic attack 𝑓𝑘
−  is 
largest at this site whereas 23 C is more prone to the 
nucleophilic attack because 𝑓𝑘
+is largest at this site. 
 
3.7 NBO analysis 
NBO analysis helps in identifying individual bonds 
and the energies associated with loan -pair electrons 
which play an important role in the chemical process. It 
provides the second order perturbative estimates of filled 
‘donor’- ‘acceptor’ empty orbital (bond-antibond) 
interaction in NBO basis which leads to the loss of 
occupancy from the localized NBOs of idealized Lewis 
structure into Non-Lewis empty orbitals known as 
‘delocalization correction to the zeroth-order natural 
Lewis structure’. For each donor NBO (i) and acceptor 
NBO (j), the stabilization energy E
(2) 
associated with 
electron delocalization is computed
49
. Second order 
perturbation theory analysis of the Fock matrix in NBO 
basis is listed in Table 6 below. 
 
3.8 Biological activity 
The binding of N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl 
Vincosamide and its derivative molecule as a ligand  
 
 
Fig. 10 — Ligand(N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide optimized 
at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory-protien(1HSG) 
interaction plot  
 
 




Fig. 9 — MESP plots for N,alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide obtained at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)level of theory 





Table 5 — Local reactivity descriptor of N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide calculated at B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level of theory 







1 18C 0.0015 0.1751 0.0107 1.2506 0.0002 0.0236 
2 19C -0.0123 -0.0205 -0.0878 -0.1464 -0.0017 -0.0028 
3 20H -0.0225 0.0529 -0.1607 0.3778 -0.0030 0.0071 
4 21C 0.0123 -0.0130 0.0878 -0.0928 0.0017 -0.0018 
5 22N -0.0004 0.0061 -0.0029 0.0436 -0.0001 0.0008 
6 23O 0.0214 0.1523 0.1528 1.0877 0.0029 0.0206 
7 24C 0.0243 0.1615 0.1736 1.1534 0.0033 0.0218 
8 25H 0.0159 0.0713 0.1136 0.5092 0.0021 0.0096 
9 26C -0.0132 -0.0207 -0.0943 -0.1478 -0.0018 -0.0028 
10 27C 0.0026 -0.0080 0.0186 -0.0571 0.0004 -0.0011 
11 28O 0.0123 0.0328 0.0878 0.2343 0.0017 0.0044 
12 29C -0.0150 -0.0275 -0.1071 -0.1964 -0.0020 -0.0037 
13 30C 0.0016 -0.0118 0.0114 -0.0843 0.0002 -0.0016 
14 31C 0.0003 -0.0049 0.0021 -0.0350 0.0000 -0.0007 
15 32O 0.0069 0.0199 0.0493 0.1421 0.0009 0.0027 
16 53H 0.0073 0.0331 0.0521 0.2364 0.0010 0.0045 
17 54H 0.0041 0.0151 0.0293 0.1078 0.0006 0.0020 
18 55H 0.0081 0.0460 0.0579 0.3285 0.0011 0.0062 
19 56H 0.0250 0.0271 0.1786 0.1935 0.0034 0.0037 
20 57H 0.0132 0.0145 0.0943 0.1036 0.0018 0.0020 
21 61C -0.0055 -0.0129 -0.0393 -0.0921 -0.0007 -0.0017 
22 62C -0.0004 0.0002 -0.0029 0.0014 -0.0001 0.0000 
23 63C 0.0012 0.0024 0.0086 0.0171 0.0002 0.0003 
24 64C -0.0009 -0.0001 -0.0064 -0.0007 -0.0001 0.0000 
25 65C -0.0022 -0.0135 -0.0157 -0.0964 -0.0003 -0.0018 
26 66H 0.0092 0.0171 0.0657 0.1221 0.0012 0.0023 
27 67H 0.0055 0.0144 0.0393 0.1028 0.0007 0.0019 
28 68H -0.0092 0.0016 -0.0657 0.0114 -0.0012 0.0002 
29 69H 0.0003 0.0008 0.0021 0.0057 0.0000 0.0001 
30 70O -0.0031 -0.0141 -0.0221 -0.1007 -0.0004 -0.0019 
31 71C -0.0028 -0.0073 -0.0200 -0.0521 -0.0004 -0.0010 
32 72O -0.0039 -0.0143 -0.0279 -0.1021 -0.0005 -0.0019 
33 73O -0.0001 0.0001 -0.0007 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 
34 74O 0.0055 0.0093 0.0393 0.0664 0.0007 0.0013 
35 75O -0.0052 -0.0032 -0.0371 -0.0229 -0.0007 -0.0004 
36 76H -0.0019 -0.0098 -0.0136 -0.0700 -0.0003 -0.0013 
37 77H 0.0048 0.0110 0.0343 0.0786 0.0006 0.0015 
38 78H 0.0025 0.0072 0.0179 0.0514 0.0003 0.0010 
39 79H 0.0058 0.0126 0.0414 0.0900 0.0008 0.0017 
40 80C 0.0059 0.0204 0.0421 0.1457 0.0008 0.0028 
41 81H -0.0077 0.0169 -0.0550 0.1207 -0.0010 0.0023 
42 82H 0.0074 0.0334 0.0529 0.2385 0.0010 0.0045 
43 83H 0.0136 0.0168 0.0971 0.1200 0.0018 0.0023 
44 84H -0.0011 -0.0062 -0.0079 -0.0443 -0.0001 -0.0008 
45 85H 0.0106 0.0252 0.0757 0.1800 0.0014 0.0034 
46 86H 0.0059 0.0189 0.0421 0.1350 0.0008 0.0026 





with 1HSG, 1GCN, 2NMO and 3I40 protein 
receptors has been observed to be mediated through 
the O-atoms of the titled ligand molecules. 
Intermolecular and the free energy of binding of 
this ligand (titled molecule)-protein (receptors) 
interaction and also for the predicted derivative 
calculated by molecular docking approach depicted 
in Table 7 have been observed to be significantly 
negative in case of the entire ligand-protein 
complex. The biological activity of this molecule 
evaluated in this study explores its drug application 
and depicted in Fig. 10 - 13. 
 
4 Discussion  
The good conformity between theoretical and 
experimental values of 
13
C NMR and 
1
H NMR 
chemical shifts reveals that theoretically designed 
molecular structure of the title molecule at the ground 
Table 6 — Second Order Perturbation theory analysis of Fock matrix for various lone pair’s interaction in the NBO basis obtained at 
B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level of theory 
S.No Donor (i) Acceptor (j) E(2) Kcal/mol E(j)-E(i) (a.u) F(i,j) (a.u) 
1 LP(σ)N17 σ* (C2-C3) 13.41 0.40 0.066 
2 LP(σ)N17 σ* (C7-C8) 14.71 0.39 0.069 
3 LP(σ)N22 σ* (C1-H58) 5.29 0.80 0.061 
4 LP(σ)N22 σ* (C18-O23) 23.50 0.31 0.078 
5 LP(π)O23 π* (C18-N22) 24.47 0.58 0.107 
6 LP(π)O23 π* (C18-C26) 16.21 0.65 0.093 
7 LP(π)O28 π* (C24-C26) 22.56 0.36 0.081 
8 LP(π)O28 π* (C30-H53) 5.65 0.81 0.062 
9 LP(π)O32 π* (O28-C30) 11.35 0.58 0.073 
10 LP(π)O32 π* (C65-O70) 11.47 0.60 0.075 
11 LP(π)O33 π* (C7-N17) 6.24 0.68 0.058 
12 LP(π)O33 π* (C34-H60) 5.39 0.89 0.062 
13 LP(π)O43 π* (C34-C38) 6.26 0.67 0.058 
14 LP(π)O43 π* (C35-C36) 6.18 0.68 0.058 
15 LP(π)O47 π* (C35-C36) 6.88 0.67 0.061 
16 LP(π)O48 π* (C36-C37) 6.10 0.67 0.057 
17 LP(π)O49 π* (C34-C38) 6.22 0.64 0.056 
18 LP(π)O70 π* (O32-C65) 11.19 0.56 0.071 
19 LP(π)O70 π* (C61-C62) 5.12 0.66 0.053 
20 LP(π)O72 π* (C61-C71) 5.78 0.67 0.056 
21 LP(π)O73 π* (C62-C63) 6.16 0.70 0.059 
22 LP(π)O74 π* (C63-C64) 6.25 0.68 0.058 
23 LP(π)O75 π* (C63-C64) 6.33 0.69 0.059 
24 LP(π)O88 π* (C35-C44) 5.91 0.66 0.056 
 
Table 7 — Intermolecular Energy and the Free energy of binding at a particular inhibition constant calculated by docking 
S. No Name of Protein 
Receptors 
N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide N-alpha-L-rhamnopyranosyl Vincosamide 
(Derivative) 
Intermolecular Energy                                   
(at  Inhibition Constant) 
Free Energy of Binding 
(at Inhibition Constant ) 
Intermolecular Energy                                   
(at  Inhibition Constant) 
Free Energy of Binding 




at  3.00 mM 
-3.44 kcal/mol 
at  3.00 mM 
-10.15 kcal/mol 
at  25.11 μM 
-6.28 kcal/mol 




at 3.61 mM 
-3.33 kcal/mol 
at 3.61 mM 
-7.57 kcal/mol 
at 1.95 mM 
-3.70 kcal/mol 




at 1.21 mM 
-3.98 kcal/mol 
at 1.21 mM 
-8.61 kcal/mol 
at 338.67 μM 
-4.73 kcal/mol 




at 100.34 μM 
-5.45 kcal/mol 
at 100.34 μM 
-9.21 kcal/mol 
at 123.40 μM 
-5.33 kcal/mol 
at 123.40 μM 




state is isomorphic to the real molecular geometry. 
The UV-Visible analysis predicts four electronic 
transitions involved in producing UV-visible 
absorption band out of which the maximum peak 
occurs at 290 nm leading to a good agreement with its 
experimental value 291 nm. The prediction of the 
electronic transitions, oscillator strengths and 
excitation energies corresponding to the absorption 
band in UV spectrum, is an important advantage of 
the present study. 
The global reactivity descriptors predict the title 
molecule to be a soft molecule for chemical reaction 
in terms of a reasonably small energy gap between 
HOMO-LUMO energy level aligning with the 
molecular orbital theory as per Pearson. Since 
reactive site at MESP surface has been located around 
O-atom i.e. electron rich region, hence the binding of 
N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide molecules as a 
ligand with protein receptors has been observed to be 
mediated through the O-atoms of the titled molecule 
at all the residues sites. The local reactivity 
descriptors analysis reveals that the 18C and 23C 
Carbon atoms of titled molecule are favorable reactive 




The high level quantum chemical theory at DFT-
B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level is competent to 
compute the optimized molecular geometry, (NMR, 
UV-visible) spectral characteristics, HOMO, LUMO, 
MESP along with predicting the derived structure of 
the title molecule. The multilayer ONIOM model 
theory is competent to compute the NLO properties, 
local reactivity descriptors and NBO analysis 
consuming less computing time. No imaginary 
vibrational frequency component has been observed 
to be occurred at the optimized geometry of the title 
molecule and its predicted derivative. The peak value 
of IR active vibration has been observed occurring at 
1134 cm
-1
. The Raman activity spectrum obtained for 
the predicted molecule shows the resolution limit up 
to 750 cm
-1
. Reasonably low HOMO-LUMO energy 
band gap makes this biomolecule and its predicted 
derivative soft for the chemical reaction which may 
be one of the reasons of its inherent bioactivity. The 
MESP surface of the title molecule is suited for the 
drug activity wherein electrophilic sites are located 
around the 23O atom which is the locus of its anti-
diabetic activity. The first order hyperpolarizability of 
title molecules is approximately 61.26 times greater 
than that of the prototype molecule Urea indicates that 
this biomlecule can be explored for non-linear optical 
applications. The reactive sites identified through 
local reactivity descriptors match well with those 
identified through molecular docking of the title 
molecule. The docking result shows that this molecule 
and its derivative molecules are multi-functional 
 
 
Fig. 11 — Ligand(N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide optimized 
at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory-protien(1GCN) 




Fig. 12 — Ligand(N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide optimized 
at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory-protien(2NMO) 




Fig. 13 — Ligand(N-β-D-Glucopyranosyl Vincosamide optimized 
at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory-protien(3I40) 
interaction plot  




natural agent. The NBO analysis also predicts the 
largest electron delocalization is associated with 
donor (O23) π → π
*
 (C18-N22) acceptor interaction 
which corresponds to the highest stabilization energy 
E
(2)
≈ 24.47 Kcal/mol associated with electron 
delocalization. The present study finds the title 
molecule not only biologically active for drug 
applications but also optically active for non-linear 
optical applications. It is concluded that the 
bioactivity of a large naturally occurring biomolecule 
can be explained by analyzing HOMO-LUMO energy 
band gap, MESP, local reactivity descriptors and 
NBO basis using DFT and multilayer ONIOM model 
chemistry. The findings of the present study 
pertaining to the bioactivity and the chemical 
reactivity of the title molecule are correlated with the 
molecular orbital theory. 
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